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ABSTRACT
The road to the discovery of the biological activities of a protein mol-
ecule in the cell goes through knowledge of its three-dimensional,
biologically-active structure(s). Current evidence suggests signifi-
cant regions of the protein universe are inaccessible by either wet-
laboratory structure determination or homology modeling. While
great progress has been made by computational approaches in eluci-
dating dark regions of the proteome, inherent challenges remain. In
this paper, we advance research on addressing one such a challenge
known as model (quality) assessment. In essence, the task involves
discriminating relevant structure(s) among many computed for
a protein of interest. We propose a method based on deep learn-
ing and evaluate it on tertiary structures computed by a popular
de-novo platform on benchmark datasets. The method uses novel
protein residue-residue distance features, improved residue-residue
contacts, together with other features, such as energies and model
topology similarity, to estimate the quality of protein models. A
detailed evaluation shows that the proposed method outperforms
related ones and advances the state of the art in model assessment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Bio-inspired approaches; •
Applied computing → Molecular structural biology; Bioin-
formatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional/tertiary structure of a protein molecule de-
termines to a great extent the molecular mechanisms in which it
is involved in the cell [7]. While knowledge of the biologically-
active/native tertiary structure of a protein holds great promise for
decoding its biological function(s), determining this structure poses
varying challenges in wet and dry laboratories [32]. Advancements
made in wet-laboratory structure determination lag behind the
increasingly faster and cheaper high-throughput gene sequencing
technologies that have yielded millions of protein sequences [6]. In
contrast, the number of known biologically-active/native protein
structures is an order of magnitude less. For instance, as of June
2020, the number of experimentally-known structures deposited in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5] is around 165, 000.

Furthermore, current analysis suggests that significant regions of
the protein universe are never observed by experimental structure
determination and are inaccessible to homology modeling [42];
the latter refers to the setting where a protein structure with a
sufficiently-similar amino-acid sequence to a protein of interest
exists, and can thus be used as a reliable structural template. Work
in [42] shows that for 546, 000 Swiss-Prot proteins, 44–54% of the
proteome in eukaryotes and viruses is dark, compared with only
1̃4 % in archaea and bacteria.

The dark proteome is a great motivation for computational ap-
proaches to tackle protein structure prediction (PSP). In particular,
the setting where the only direct information about a target protein
is its amino-acid sequence is known as de-novo or template-freeDOI: 10.1145/3388440.3412469
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PSP. The history of de-novo approaches is rich [28]. While a review
of such approaches is beyond the scope of this paper, we highlight
here two key challenges.

The first challenge in silico is an instance of the curse of dimen-
sionality in modeling. The space of possible tertiary structures of a
given amino-acid sequence is vast and high-dimensional; protein
molecules are inherently plastic and undergo both continuous and
discrete motions in three-dimensional space [47]. Significant ad-
vances have beenmade in this regard and have resulted inmany soft-
ware packages and methods, such as AlphaFold [46], Rosetta [27],
Quark [53], and many others [37–39, 54]. A key common char-
acteristic of these approaches is the discretization of the search
space by relying on the concept of structural fragments distilled
from experimentally-determined native structures and utilized to
assemble novel structures of a given target.

The second challenge in silico and the direct focus of our en-
quiry in this paper has to do with our current ability (or, rather,
inability) to accurately evaluate the "nativeness" of a computed ter-
tiary structure. The predominant approach is to generate tertiary
structures that minimize a designed scoring function. The latter
models and accounts for the interaction energy among the atoms in
a given tertiary structure. It is now well-known that scoring/energy
functions are inherently inaccurate [2, 11, 35]. They often drive
the exploration of a protein structure space to local minima that
contain structures very different from a known native structure.

In a blind setting, it is unknown which computed structures are
sufficiently close to the sought native structure to be deemed near-
native. Doing so is known as model accuracy/quality assessment
(QA), model selection, or decoy selection; the terms "model" and
"decoy" refer to a computed/generated tertiary structure in this
context. While there are technical differences between assessment
and selection (selection involving further algorithms that act upon
the assessed structures), in this paper, we focus onmodel assessment
and specifically evaluate the ability of a data-driven approach that
leverages deep learning to assess tertiary structures generated by
Rosetta for their nativeness.

In this paper, we propose a deep learning approach for model
assessment. The approach builds over many years of research in the
Cheng laboratory. The proposed method uses novel protein residue-
residue distance features, improved residue-residue contacts, as well
as other features, such as energies and model topology similarity, to
estimate the quality of tertiary structures of a given target protein.
A detailed evaluation shows that the method outperforms related
ones and advances the state of the art in model assessment.

Before we relate further details, we place our contributions in
context through a brief summary of related work in Section 1.1.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed method in greater detail and relates the experimental
setup. Section 3 relates the detailed evaluation on diverse bench-
mark datasets. Section 4 then concludes the paper with a summary
and discussion of future work.

1.1 Related Work
Early work revealed that interaction energy was a poor indica-
tor of nativeness [49]. This motivated many researchers to design
more accurate scoring functions via which to assess models on an

individual basis [12, 29, 48]. These so-known single-model meth-
ods are varied in the scoring functions they utilize to assess and
rank tertiary structures (the given models). Some use physics-based
functions based on physical properties of atomic interactions [26].
Others use knowledge-based/statistical scoring functions that rely
on statistical analysis of known native structures [33].

The early challenges with scoring functions steered the commu-
nity attention towards approaches that ignored energy. Clustering-
based methods soon became prominent and dominated the QA
category in the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction
(CASP) competition [13]. Until recently, clustering-based methods
outperformed single-model methods [24]. However, single-model
methods have progressed considerably and can now compete with
clustering-based methods [25]. Clustering-based methods pose sev-
eral concerns. For instance, since they are based on consensus, they
cannot identify good decoys in sparse, low-quality decoy datasets,
where near-native structures are significantly under-sampled.

Currently, quasi-single model methods and supervised learning
methods have taken hold in the model assessment community and
are shown to outperform clustering-based methods. Quasi-single
model methods combine concepts of single- and multi-model meth-
ods [17, 41]. Their main approach is to compare decoys to selected,
high-quality reference structures [22]. Methods based on super-
vised learning continue to grow in popularity and diversity. They
leverage Support Vector Machines [9, 30], Random Forest [31], Neu-
ral Networks [8, 36], ensemble learning [34], and more. Feature
sets used are diverse, derived from terms of statistical scoring func-
tions [18, 56] and/or expert-constructed structural features [43, 44].

In particular, machine learning methods started to gain in pop-
ularity in early 2000. These methods were developed to predict
the quality of protein structures (also referred to as models) using
the energies, statistical potentials, or some other features of given
models as input [4]. The majority of the early methods produced
relative quality scores (e.g. energy) to rank models, which could
not measure the absolute quality of the models, e.g., the similarity
between a model and the given native structure. A significant ad-
vance to that allowed addressing this problem was a data-driven
machine learning approach [50] that directly trained an SVM on
structural features (e.g. secondary structure, solvent accessibility,
residue-residue contact probabilities) of protein models to predict
their absolute quality score (e.g., the GDT-TS score [55] that mea-
sures distance with respect to unknown native structures).

An increasingly powerful set of supervised learning methods
for determining the absolute quality score leverages deep learn-
ing [8, 10, 19, 20]. For instance, work in [8] proposes deepQA, a
single-model decoy selection method that utilizes energy, struc-
tural, and physio-chemical characteristics of a decoy for quality
prediction. Improved performance has been observed with models
based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Work in [19] uses
a deep one-dimensional CNN (1DCNN) to build a single-model
decoy selection method. The authors make use of two 1DCNNs
to predict the local and global quality of a decoy. In [40], the au-
thors propose Ornate, a single-model method that applies a deep
three dimensional CNN (3DCNN) for model quality estimation.
3DCNN has also been used successfully in [45]. In particular, the
deep learning method DeepRank [10] that uses deep neural net-
works to integrate various complementary features, such as model
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topology similarity, statistical, secondary structure, solvent acces-
sibility, and novel residue-residue contact scores has achieved the 
best performance in the 13th CASP competition, demonstrating the 
potential of applying deep learning in this area.

2 METHODS
In this work, we develop DeepRank2, which improves upon Deep-
Rank to better predict the quality of protein models. DeepRank2 
utilizes a similar deep architecture of DeepRank, but leverages 
more features. Below, we relate via a schematic in Figure 1, the 
shared architecture between DeepRank and DeepRank2. Briefly, 
the architecture is the multi dense layer neural net. Compare to 
DeepRank, we increase the hidden layer numbers and hidden units 
numbers. We also reduce from 10-fold cross-validation to 5-fold 
cross-validation. With the larger dataset in DeepRank2 training, 
we add the Batch Normalization layer [21] to speed up the train-
ing progress. Also, we utilize the Kaiming initialization [16] for all 
dense layer in our model.

DeepRank2 is different from DeepRank in three aspects. At an 
architectural level, the number of layers of deep networks used 
in DeepRank2 is increased. DeepRank2 is also trained on a larger 
dataset of protein models than DeepRank. More importantly, Deep-
Rank2 makes use of feature selection to selected the top features 
from DeepRank feature pool. Specifically, in DeepRank2, a novel 
feature, the correlation between the residue-residue distances in 
a protein model and the protein distance map predicted by Deep-
Dist [52], is added to the existing feature set of DeepRank. In ad-
dition, the contact score features are generated by comparing the 
contacts of a structural model with the contact map predicted by 
our latest residue-residue contact and distance prediction method, 
DNCON4 [51](unpublished) which training data is 6463 targets 
from training list used in DMPfold[14]. Feature selection is also 
applied to select most informative features used by DeepRank.

2.1 Correlation Feature
We introduce a new, correlation feature which is a novel distance-
based feature. For each server prediction model of a CASP target, 
we build two distance maps, 𝐴 and 𝐵. 𝐴 is an 𝐿 × 𝐿 distance map 
directly transferred from the server prediction model. 𝐵 is an 𝐿 × 𝐿 
generated by DeepDist; 𝐿 denotes sequence length in terms of the 
number of amino acids.

To create the correlation feature, we make use of two thresholds, 
an index threshold and a value threshold. These thresholds help fil-
ter the elements in the 𝐴 and 𝐵 matrices. For both matrices, we only 
consider values above the diagonal, as the matrices are symmetrical. 
To filter the matrices, we use the following three conditions for 
any element 𝑀𝑖, 𝑗 in the matrix: (a) |𝑖 − 𝑗 | ≥ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ; (b) 
𝑀𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ; and (c) for any index (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 and 𝐵𝑖, 𝑗 
should both satisfy conditions (a) and (b).

The remaining elements in each matrix that satisfy the above 
conditions are then stored respectively in two empty arrays based 
on the index order (row-major). In this manner, we obtain two equal-
length lists. We then calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient 
between the lists. In our experiments in this paper, we set 6 as 
the index threshold, because the element might contain limited 
information if |𝑖 − 𝑗 | < 6, for 16 as the value threshold, we consider

Figure 1: The schematic shows the architecture of Deep-
Rank2. Dropout layer and Batch-Normalization layer help
us avoid over-fitting problem.ForWe set 0.2 dropout rate for
each Dropout layer. For each dense layer, we set 3 as maxi-
mum norm for the incoming weights
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value larger than 16might be noise for training since current version
DeepDist show a higher accuracy for predicting value less than 16.

Figure 2 demonstrates this process. We utilize a specific protein
target from our benchmark set, T0949, as an example. Figure 2
shows only the first 10 rows and columns of each of the matrices
(𝐴 and 𝐵); the full size of each matrix is 183 × 183.

2.2 Feature Selection
The other features employed in DeepRank2 are those employed
by our group in DeepRank debuted in CASP13 [19]. In total, the
number of features is 23. In this paper, we conduct further analysis
to select the top of these 23 features. We use the Light Gradient
Boosting Machine (LightGBM) [15] for this purpose. LightGBM
is a well-developed software that is popular and state-of-the-art
for feature selection. It calculates feature importance based on two
options. One option allows to employ the number of times the
feature has been used in modeling. Another option is to employ the
total gain of the feature in modeling.We choose the first option here.
Before selecting the features, we update the contact-based features
predicted from DNCON2 [1] to those predicted from DNCON4; we
also add the new correlation-based feature (described above) into
the feature pool.

We build a regression model based on the resulting 24 features
by LightGBM. For this model, we utilize all models from CASP8
to CASP12 as our training data and model from CASP13 for test-
ing. Figure 3 shows the importance of each feature, which ranges
from 178 to 1456, with a mean value of 604. We sequentially re-
move the last feature based on the descending order, and then use
the remaining features to retrain the ranking model. We repeat
this process until we reach 19 features, which are then used for
training DeepRank2. It is worth noting that the correlation-based
feature we introduce in this paper is ranked 4th in the feature
pool. Specifically, updated features are feature_dncon4_long_range,
feature_dncon4_medium_range, and feature_dncon4_short_range,
wich are ranked 7th, 8th, and 10th, respectively.

We train two models with the same structure and the same
parameters setting on CASP8 to CASP12 then evaluate the perfor-
mance on CASP13. Model_1 applies 23 features and achieves 0.0492
loss, model_2 get 0.0461 loss with 19 features. Generally, based on
table 1, selected 19 features shows a better performance than 23
features on the same experiment environment.

Table 1: Twomodelswith same structure and parameters set-
ting, One model is training with 23 features, another one
with 19 features. The lower loss is highlighted by bold font.

# Model_1(23 features) Model_2(19 features)
Fold1 0.0471 0.0462
Fold2 0.0469 0.0468
Fold3 0.0497 0.0443
Fold4 0.0467 0.0495
Fold5 0.0496 0.0468
Ensemble 0.0492 0.0461

2.3 Training
To train DeepRank2, we use all server models from CASP8 to
CASP12 as our training dataset. Based on our feature selection
work, we generate 19 features for each server model (we note that
’each server model’ refers to a tertiary structure predicted from a
server in CASP). We apply five-fold cross-validation for training;
that is, we split the training dataset into five equal-size subsets.
Every time, we applied four subsets as training data, using the fifth
for parameter tuning. We then select the best-performing model
based on performance over the CASP13 dataset. This process is
repeated five times. After we obtain five models, we use the average
value of the five models as the final prediction.

2.4 Experimental Setup
We present results on two separate testing datasets. The first con-
sists of Rosetta-generated structures for 8 protein targets selected
from the CASP12 and CASP13 free-modeling category. These tar-
gets are listed in Table 2. We note that this dataset of structures
have no overlap with the structures/predictionsmade by the various
servers in CASP8, CASP12, and CASP13 used to train DeepRank2.
Specifically, for each of the 8 targets, we use the amino-acid se-
quence (in FASTA format) and 3-, 9-residue fragments to generate
between 36, 000 and 55, 000 tertiary structures via the Rosetta AbI-
nitio protocol [27].

The set of structures generated for each target is further reduced
for computational expediency. We do so by down-sampling 600
structures from each dataset as follows. We construct a nearest-
neighbor graph embedding of the tertiary structures for each target
and then identifies basins (Rosetta all-atom energies are available
for each structure); the procedure is described in detail in [3]. A
dataset is divided into basins/groups of structures, and we select
the 𝑛 = 15 largest basins, selecting from each of them the 600/𝑛
lowest-energy structures in a basin. In this manner, the dataset
Rosetta-generated structures for each target is reduced to 600 low-
energy structures.

Table 2: Testing datasets. The target IDs are shown in Col-
umn 2. The length of each sequence (number of amino acids)
is shown in Column 3.

# Target ID Length
1 T0898-D2 55
2 T0953s1-D1 67
3 T0886-D1 69
4 T1008-D1 77
5 T0953s2-D3 77
6 T0960-D2 84
7 T0892-D2 110
8 T0859-D1 113

The second dataset employed to evaluate DeepRank2 consists of
all tertiary structures submitted for a given protein target by the
various servers participating in CASP13. CASP13 released 90 total
targets and canceled 10 of them. In this experiment, we evaluate
performance on a total of 80 targets. For each target, we have
about 150 server-predicted models/structures. This dataset allows
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Figure 2: The top matrix is the𝐴 distance matrix we only show the first 10 rows and 10 columns on a specific protein target for
T0949. Thematrix calculated from the tertiary structure predicted for this CASP13 target from theMULTICOM_CLUSTER_TS1
server. The bottommatrix is the 𝐵 matrix (again we show only the first 10 rows and columns) generated by DeepDist for T0949.
Values in red are those that satisfy the conditions detailed above. In this demonstration, the correlation feature value is 0.341.

us to obtain an aggregate view of the performance of DeepRank2,
whereas the previous dataset allows us to expose in greater detail
the method’s performance.

2.4.1 Performance Metrics. The performance metric we employ
here as a proxy for the global quality of a structure/model is its GDT-
TS similarity score from the native structure. GDT-TS is popular
with CASP participants and the protein structure modeling commu-
nity in comparing two tertiary structures. Specifically, we utilize
GDT-TS to compare a model/structure predicted as the top/best
model by a method over a dataset of structures available for a pro-
tein target and the corresponding native structure for that target.

GDT-TS stands for global distance test and is a measure of sim-
ilarity between two protein structures with known amino acid
correspondences [55]. Its popularity is related to the evidence that
it is a more sensitive and accuratemetric than the root-mean-square-
deviation (RMSD) metric. GDT-TS measurements are used as as-
sessment criteria in CASP. The metric measures the largest set (as a
fraction of the whole length) of amino-acid’s alpha carbon atoms in
structure A falling within a defined distance cutoff of their position
in structure B, after superimposing the two structures. GDT-TS
is the average over four such scores calculated at 4 consecutive
distance cutoffs (1, 2, 4, and 8Å). GDT-TS varies between 0 and 1,
with higher values indicating higher structural similarity.

3 RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of DeepRank2 in comparison to Deep-
Rank, as well as SBROD[23]. SBROD stands for "Smooth orientation-
dependent scoring function." This scoring function evaluates ter-
tiary structures at backbone resolution; that is, only interactions
among backbone atoms are considered. SBROD now denotes more
generally a method of ranking tertiary structures by this scoring
function to assess them. The top structure according to this func-
tion is offered as prediction. Each method is applied to tertiary
structures available for a target to predict a top structure/model
per target.

3.1 Evaluation on Rosetta-generated Tertiary
Structures

We first report on the performance of each method on the (down-
sampled) Rosetta-generated dataset of tertiary structures for each
of the 8 CASP12 and CASP13 targets listed in Section 2. We report
in Table 3 the respective loss of each method by measuring the
difference between the GDT-TS value of the top model predicted
by each method and the actual native structure.

Specifically, Row 2 (’Best model’) in Table 3 shows the GDT-
TS of the best model in a dataset. This is the smallest GDT-TS
distance over all structures in a dataset from the known native
structure for the target. This value serves as a reference, as one
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Figure 3: The bar plot shows the feature importance.

cannot outperform it. In the best case, a model assessment method
can identify the lowest GDT-TS model. The next two rows in Table 3
provide more information regarding the distribution of GDT-TS
distances of structures in a dataset by relating the median and
75th percentile values, respectively. The last three rows relate the
GDT-TS values of the top model selected by DeepRank2, the top
model selected by DeepRank, and the top model selected by SBROD,
respectively.

Table 3 highlights the highest GDT-TS on each target over the
three methods under comparison. To obtain an aggregate view of
the performance, we calculate a loss value with each prediction (by
a method on a target) by subtracting the highest GDT-TS (corre-
sponding to the best model) in the dataset of structures available
for a target from the GDT-TS value of the model predicted as the
best by a method on the corresponding target. These values are
averaged over all targets to obtain an average loss for each method.
Considering all the targets, DeepRank2 achieves an average loss of
0.1024, whereas DeepRank’s average loss is 0.1107, and SBROD’s
achieves an average loss of 0.1165. DeepRank2 achieves a lower av-
erage loss than DeepRank and SBROD. Overall, DeepRank2 shows
the best performance on this dataset.

Figure 4 provides information beyond the top predicted model
and shows the GDT-TS distribution over all structures for each
target; that is, each down-sampled structure (for each target) has
been evaluated based on its GDT-TS distance from a given native
structure (for the same target). A red vertical line is drawn to show
the median value of the distribution. The green vertical line shows
the GDT-TS value of the model predicted as top by DeepRank2. The
orange vertical line shows the GDT-TS value of the model predicted

as top by DeepRank. The blue vertical line shows the GDT-TS value
of the model predicted as top by SBROD. We note that for targets
T0886-D1 and T1008-D1 the blue and green lines overlap, because
DeepRank2 and SBROD select the same model.

Figure 4 shows that DeepRank2 achieves a better performance
for targets T0859-D1, T0886-D1, and T0953s1-D1. For these three
targets, the DeepRank2-selected model is significantly better (in
quality as measured by GDT-TS) than DeepRank and SBROD, as its
GDT-TS value is over the 75th percentile of the distribution. On the
rest of the targets, DeepRank and SBROD show better performance
than DeepRank2; however, the differences in the GDT-TS values
are small.

Figure 5 shows the DeepRank2-selected model for four targets,
T0859-D1, T0892-D2, T0953s2-D3, and T1008-D1. In each case, the
top-ranked model, drawn in light blue, is superimposed over the
corresponding native structure, which is drawn in light yellow.
Figure 5 relates the quality of the DeepRank2-selected models by
showing that these models are structurally similar to the native
structure.

3.2 Evaluation on CASP13 Dataset of
Server-Predicted Structures

DeepRank2, DeepRank, and SBROD are now evaluated over ter-
tiary structures submitted by servers in CASP13 for each of the
80 CASP13 targets. DeepRank2 achieves an average loss of 0.0461
on the CASP13 dataset, compared to DeepRank’s loss of 0.051 and
SBROD’s loss of 0.0873. DeepRank2 significantly improves upon
DeepRank and SBROD. In addition, DeepRank2 selects the best
structural model in 10 targets.

We additionally measure the correlation between the best struc-
tural models’ GDT-TS values and DeepRank2-selectedmodels’ GDT-
TS values (over all 80 targets). Figure 6 shows these values and the
regression line. The correlation coefficient is 0.96, which indicates a
strong performance by DeepRank2. The larger the distance between
a data point and the regression line, the bigger the loss (represented
by the size of the disk drawing each data point). Most data points
are close to the regression line, with only a few disks away from it.
The ground truth values are normal distributed (p-value of 0.1525).
This is also true of the (DeepRank2-)predictive values (p-value of
0.118).

More detail is provided in Figure 7. The histogram of GDT-TS
values values has a long tail, and the distribution’s skewness value,
measured as shown in Equation (1), is 1.0918. Equation 1, where
𝑥𝑖 is a data point, and 𝑥 is the mean in a distribution of 𝑛 data
points, shows that the more data and the smaller the mean value in
a distribution, the higher the skewness value. In this distribution,
the median value of 0.02850 is much smaller than the mean value
of 0.04613, which indicates that most target’s loss is close to 0.

𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

1
𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)3

( 1𝑛
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2)3/2

(1)
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Figure 4: The GDT-TS distribution is shown over the dataset of structures for each target. The green vertical line shows the
GDT-TS value of the model predicted as top by DeepRank2. The orange vertical line shows the GDT-TS value of the model
predicted as top by DeepRank. The blue vertical line shows the GDT-TS value of the model predicted as top by SBROD.
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Table 3: The top three rows relate the GDT-TS distance from a known native structure of the best model (the lowest GDT-TS
distance over all structures in a dataset), the median GDT-TS distance over the distribution of distances corresponding to a
given dataset of tertiary structures per target, and the 75th percentile value. The last three rows show the GDT-TS distance
from the known native structure for the top model predicted by DeepRank2 DeepRank, and SBROD, respectively. If one of
these methods achieves a higher value on a target than the other method, this is indicated by highlighting the value in bold
font.

# T0898-D2 T0886-D1 T0892-D2 T0897-D1 T0960-D2 T0953s1-D1 T0859-D1 T1008-D1
Best model 0.4682 0.4312 0.4000 0.2536 0.4256 0.4963 0.2832 0.7403
Median 0.3182 0.2500 0.2818 0.1830 0.2679 0.3172 0.1792 0.3799
75th percentile 0.3455 0.2717 0.3045 0.1938 0.2946 0.3582 0.1969 0.4261
DeepRank2 0.3091 0.2717 0.3386 0.1757 0.2768 0.4104 0.2412 0.6558
DeepRank 0.3409 0.2572 0.3455 0.1812 0.3006 0.3185 0.1836 0.6851
SBROD 0.3455 0.2717 0.2705 0.1793 0.3185 0.3507 0.1748 0.6558

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new model assessment method, Deep-
Rank2. The method builds over a deep network architecture, em-
ploying a variety of features and feature selection to utilize the most
informative features. DeepRank2 is evaluated over diverse CASP
targets to identify and predict the top tertiary structure/model from
datasets generated in a de-novo setting via the Rosetta AbInitio
protocol or via CASP servers. The evaluations show that Deep-
Rank2 performs very well across datasets, indicating its potential
and warranting further work in advancing the state of the art in
model assessment in protein structure prediction.
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Figure 5: The DeepRank2-selected model, drawn in light
blue, is superimposed over the native structure, which is
drawn in light yellow. The top panel shows target T0859-
D1. The next panel shows T0892-D2, followed by T0953s1-
D3, and T1008-D1.

Figure 6: Best structural model’s GDT-TS value versus the
DeepRank2-selected model’s GDT-TS value for each of the
80 CASP13 protein targets.

Figure 7: Histogram shows the distribution of loss by Deep-
Rank2 over the 80 CASP13 targets.
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